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Sr. 
No. 

Date Name of Event / Activity Description 

1.  28/10/2021 Committee installation 

The college celebrated the 52nd year of NSS and an installation 
ceremony of the students committee of the NSS was carried out on 
28th October, 2021. The installation function has been organize to 
introduce NSS’s Core Committee members to the students. The 
further charge was taken over by the President Mr. Bhavesh 
Ambagade and Vice President Ms. Kriti Deep Singh. 

2.  28/10/2021 VACCINATION DRIVE 

NSS KDKCE started a Vaccination Drive on 28th of October in 
association with the Civil Engineering Department, KDKCE. About 30 
locals and students got vaccinated during this event and these little 
steps will definitely going to make a huge difference among the 
society because as the volunteers and the guests for the event 

3.  05/11/2021 DIWALI  MILAN 

NSS, K.D.K.C.E has organized a cleanliness drive named ‘Clean, Cure 
and Feed' on 5th November, 2021 in association with Rotary club, 
Nagpur. NSS worked to feed stray dogs in the locality and worked for 
the cleanliness of the area around the locality viz, Nandanwan, Nagpur 
and hence, set an example for the better, safe and clean environment.  

4.  04/11/2021 
MASTER YOUR 

EMOTIONS 

NSS have conducted a webinar 'Master your emotions’ to overcome 
stress, build motivation and bring in positivity, thereby increasing 
productivity. The guest speaker for the webinar was, Mr. Saurabh 
Bothra, who is a Ted-ex speaker, Government certified Yoga instructor 
and a CEO. 

5.  16/11/2021 
SABAK - SPEAK AND 

ENLIGHTEN 

NSS organized a talk show in view of providing a platform,  to share 
their life experiences and traumas experienced by them. The main aim 
was creating a safer environment for the students to share their 
experiences has been successfully achieved, which also marked this 
event successful. 

6.  17/11/2021 
AYURVED: CLEANSER OF 

MIND 

NSS organized a webinar aimed to motivate the students regarding 
the awareness of ayurved and its fruitful impact on human body. 
Dr.Yende has a B.A.M.S. degree & a PhD in Ayurveda and a bachelor's 
degree in philosophy in addition was the guest speaker of the event. 

7.  19/11/2021 IMPORTANCE OF VOTE 
NSS organized The session aimed to motivate the students regarding 
the awareness of one's right and duty to vote. 

8.  19/11/2021 CYBER BULLYING 

NSS have conducted a webinar on ‘cyber bullying’ with the aim to 
provide the students the information regarding the possible cyber 
crimes and how to tackle them under Civil Department of NSS KDKCE. 
The session was conducted by Mr. Kshirsagar smoothly and received 
a positive response and reviews. 

9.  20/11/2021 
HOW ATTITUDE AND 

TALENT HELPS TO WIN IN 
INDUSTRY 

 NSS, KDKCE, Nagpur organized a webinar on "How Attitude and 
Talent helps to Win in Industry” ion association with to find the right 
approach on attitude towards the corporate industry and the struggle 
to find their pathway towards their dream career.      The webinar was 
conducted under the presence of the International Speaker 
Mr.Mohanish Deogade. 

 
 



10.  24/11/2021 
STEM CELL DONATION 

AWARENESS 

NSS aimed to conduct the webinar on ‘Awareness of Blood stem cell 
donation’ which relates about spreading awareness about the 
misconceptions of the blood related disorders and how that can be 
cured as any other disease. The expert speakers of this webinar were, 
Mrs. Akhila Suresh, Associate donor recruitment and Dr. Mazin, 
Clinical psychologist, DKMS-BMST Foundation, India. 

11.  26/11/2021 
CONSTITUTION DAY 

CELEBRATION 

To honour our constitution and to celebrate the Constitution Day of 
the country on 26th October, Mechanical Daprtment of NSS KDKCE 
organized the event. 

12.  27/11/2021 VOTER ID CAMP 

NSS organized a voter id campaign ,considering the fact that Voting is 
a fundamental right of every citizen who is of sound mind in India. 
Hence, also as per DTE guidelines and to promote voting in youth. 
Almost 40 candidates registered themselves for voter id. 

13.  27/11/2021 
IMPROVE YOUR 

PERSONALITY TRAITS 

NSS observed that sharpening our personality is utmost necessary 
considering this.The event “Improve your personality traits” was 
organized. The guest speaker of the webinar Mr. Aditya Khobragade 
,also volunteers got a chance to learn new skills and make sure their 
personality traits grow. 

14.  04/12/2021 
ADDICTION AWARENESS 

WORKSHOP 

Seeing the addiction of youths towards various negativities. NSS 
KDKCE organized a workshop to let youths know about its side effects 
and who does it devastate the lives of people.   

15.  05/12/2021 
BRIGHTENING THE GOD’S 

HOME 

NSS With the motive of cleaning the localities of the city and to spread 
awareness regarding cleanliness.All the  surroundings of temple,chota 
tajbag,buddha vihar were cleaned by almost 40 vlounteers 

16.  05/12/2021 
WINTER CLOTHES 
DONATION CAMP 

NSS with the motto of helping the poor and homeless people of the 
various localities in the city.Almost  5 donation boxes were collected 
fromthe college premises, where the students  donated the winter 
clothes,caps,shawls. The campaign was successfully ended with the 
appreciation of the selfless work of the volunteers 

17.  22/12/2021 BANKING FRAUDS 

Day by day banking frauds takes place on large scale . So, to make 
awareness among the youths NSS organized a webinar on banking 
frauds to raise more awareness. Mrs. Uma Chander,the expert 
speaker told many myths related to the banking scams. 

18.  25/01/2022 NATIONAL VOTERS DAY 

A vote is an individual's choice which is one of the basic fundamental 
rights of a human being. Considering the cause ,NSS organized a 
webinar on 25th January “National voters day” to gain the importance 
of voting. 

19.  11/01/2022 DEPRESSION 

NSS directed a short documentary film with the main key word 
depression that is characterized by an inability to experience pleasure, 
difficulty in concentrating. The main motive behind it was to aware 
the people that depression is a common and serious medical illness 
that negatively affects how you feel and fortunately, it is also 
treatable. 

20.  26/01/2022 
AZADI KA AMRIT 

MAHOTSAV 

NSS initiated to celebrate the Republic Day and to support "Azadi Ka 
Amrit Mahotsav", initiative by government by conducting various 
competition to mark and commemorate 75 years of progressive India 
and the glorious history of it's people, culture. 

21.  26/01/2022 FLAG AWARENESS 

Indian Flag is the symbol of national pride,honour.There is universal 
affection,respect towards the national flag. Yet,it’s prespectively 
noticed that citizens disrespect it. Following the motto of NSS , it is our 
duty to aware the citizens around .So, the event was organized  on 
26th January under presence of Principal and programme officer.  

22.  26/01/2022 REPUBLIC DAY PARADE 

The most powerful, efficient and developed empires developed ways 
of moving troops from one place to another without them getting 
mixed up with other troops.To mark the importance of this day, Our 
NSS Wing participated in republic day parade. The function started 
around 8.30 a.m. around 43 NSS volunteers took part in it under the 
presence of principal and all the dignitaries. 



23.  31/01/2022 
“HOW TO BUILD YOUR 

CAREER IN DEFENCE 
AFTER GRADUATION”. 

NSS organized a webinar for youngsters who aspire to choose a career 
of excitement, adventure, and challenges can find no better place 
than defence to meet all their professional expectations. Col Raju N. 
Patil was invited as the expert speaker. He is founder member of 
"Mission IAS", Nagpur chapter and founder mentor of "Raxanam 
defence preparatory academy", Nagpur. 

24.  03/02/2022 
AWARENESS ABOUT 

WOMEN LAW 

NSS conducted webinar to create awareness to  the womens about 
the women's rights. Ms. Smruti Ravi Iyer and Mr. Subah Hindaria were 
present as a guest speakers,who  guided the students about few laws 
that are beneficial for women, and also awared about how it is also 
misused. 

25.  26/02/2022 HEALTH CHECKUP 

Health Checkup is a good way to assess your overall 
health.Therefore,NSS team organized the health checkup camp which 
included full-body check-up that includes tests for diabetes, 
cholesterol, Blood Pressure, heart disease can save your extra bucks 
in the long run. Almost 60 students did  health checkup during the 
camp. 

26.  26/02/2022 BLOOD DONATION CAMP 

there’s a simple, safe and effective way to make the biggest difference 
of all: give blood. Looking into this contribution,NSS KDKCE in 
association with Govt. Ayurvedic College, Nagpur had organized a 
Blood Donation Camp.More than20 volunteers donated blood to get 
a positive impact. 

27.  27/02/2022 PLOGGING DRIVE 

NSS startad an initiative to highlight the need for reducing plastic 
consumption as well as making the environment litter-free. It not only 
made the surrounding litter free but also made the volunteers 
energetic and refreshed to do more.Apperciations were received 
seeing this great initiative. 

28.  05/03/2022 MARATHI BHASHA DIWAS 

As 27th February,is observed as Marathi Bhasha Diwas ,NSS KDKCE 
,tried  on focus to promote the Maharashtrian culture amongst the 
students.To create such awareness Nukkad Natak was organized by 
the volunteers of CSE dept. by singing marathi poem and povada. 

29.  02/04/2022 MASTI KI PATHSHALA 

On the occasion of Gudipadwa,the NSS unit of KDKCE tried to make 
the small kids in the slums and nearby roads happy by distributing 
sweets, biscuits and even by playing games.The smile on their faces 
was the result we achieved. 

30.  11/04/2022 
LEADERSHIP 

DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 

Politics is also something where specialization can be achieved and 
career can be made. Considering this,NSS unit of KDKCE in 
collaboration with "Young Inspiration Network", Sakal organised 
leadership development program to motivate the students about 
political career. The event was graced by the presence of editor of 
Sakal newspaper Mr.Sandip Bharambe, police Commissioner 
Mr.Gajanan Rajmane. 

31.  16/04/2022 FAREWELL DAY 

The farewell was organised for the NSS unit on 16th April, 2022 at the 
college auditorium. The event began with the welcome of Principal, 
KDKCE, Dr. D. P. Singh, Vice Principal, KDKCE Dr.A. M. Badar, NSS, 
KDKCE, Programmer, Dr. Tushar Shelke, President, NSS, Mr. Bhavesh 
Ambagade, Executive-Vice President, NSS, Ms. Divya Bhajipale. The 
event began with a short address by the NSS mentor, Dr. Tushar 
Shelke. In his encouraging talk, he spoke of how NSS unit has in last 
year sprouted at an ever-increasing pace and how our activities have 
always been impactful. Right after this, the president of NSS, Mr. 
Bhavesh Ambagade presented the final report which included all the 
30 events which had been conducted in the entire session and 
appreciate the core & cabinet Committee members for their work 

 


